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Night Sky Observers Guide
Can you remember being impressed by a c1ear starry sky? Look at the Milky Way
through binoculars and it will reveal its many hundreds of thousands of stars, double
stars, stellar clusters, and nebulae. If you are a new ob server, it is not that easy to find
your way in this swarm of stars, but this atlas tries to make it as easy as possible. So
now it is not just experienced amateurs that can enjoy looking at the heavens. Two
additional observing aids are recommended. The first is a plani sphere, where one can
dial in the time and day in order to see which constellations are visible and where they
are in the sky. The second is an astronomical yearbook. It lists the current positions of
the planets and all important phenomena. So, let us begin our journey around the night
sky, and see what the universe can reveal to us! Facing page, top: The constellation
Cygnus (Swan) in the midst of the northern Milky Way. The photograph gives an
impression of the uncountable stars in our Milky Way. This becomes more conspicuous
when you sweep through Cygnus with binoculars. Under a very dark sky, one can try to
find the North America Nebula, Pelican Nebula, and Veil Nebula (see p. 47). These are
difficult nebulae and are only barely visible on this photograph as weIl.
This book enables anyone with suitable instruments to undertake an examination of
nebulae and see or photograph them in detail. Nebulae, ethereal clouds of gas and
dust, are among the most beautiful objects to view in the night sky. These star-forming
regions are a common target for observers and photographers. Griffiths describes
many of the brightest and best nebulae and includes some challenges for the more
experienced observer. Readers learn the many interesting astrophysical properties of
these clouds, which are an important subject of study in astronomy and astrobiology.
Non-mathematical in approach, the text is easily accessible to anyone with an interest
in the subject. A special feature is the inclusion of an observational guide to 70 objects
personally observed or imaged by the author. The guide also includes photographs of
each object for ease of identification along with their celestial coordinates, magnitudes
and other pertinent information. Observing Nebulae provides a ready resource to allow
anyone with a little experience in astronomy, whether professional or amateur, to
locate, identify and record the nebulae in our home galaxy. The author enables the
observer to use a telescope and filters to the best advantage to see these celestial
wonders, or to couple filters to a CCD camera or digital SLR camera in order to take
quality images of celestial objects. By using these techniques it is even possible to
make a valid contribution to professional investigations. And the views are unbeatable.
Planetary Nebulae and How to Observe Them is for amateur astronomers who want to
go beyond the Messier objects, concentrating on one of the most beautiful classes of
astronomical objects in the sky. Planetary nebulae are not visible to the naked eye, but
they are a fascinating group of telescope objects. This guide enables a user equipped
with an average-sized amateur telescope to get the best out of observing them. Topics
covered include their astrophysical make-up, history of their discovery, classification
and description, telescopes to use, filters, and observing techniques - in short
everything anyone would need to know to successfully observe planetary nebulae. The
book describes the various forms these astronomical objects can take and explains why
they are favorite targets for amateur observers. Descriptions of over 100 nebulae
personally observed by the author using telescopes of various sizes are included in the
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book. Readers can create their own observing program or follow the list of these
captivating objects, many of which are found within our own Milky Way Galaxy.
Useful guide and reference for amateur astronomers exploring the night sky through
handheld binoculars.
The Cambridge Double Star Atlas is back! It is the first and only atlas of physical double
stars that can be viewed with amateur astronomical instruments. Completely rewritten,
this new edition explains the latest research into double stars, and looks at the
equipment, techniques and opportunities that will enable you to discover, observe and
measure them. The target list has been completely revised and extended to 2500
binary or multiple systems. Each system is described with the most recent and accurate
data from the authoritative Washington Double Star Catalog, including the HD and SAO
numbers that are most useful in our digital age. Hundreds of remarks explain the
attributes of local, rapidly changing, often measured or known orbital systems. The
color atlas charts by Wil Tirion have been updated to help you easily find and identify
the target systems, as well as other deep-sky objects. This is an essential reference for
double star observers.
“Observing the Sun” is for amateur astronomers at all three levels: beginning,
intermediate, and advanced. The beginning observer is often trying to find a niche or
define a specific interest in his hobby, and the content of this book will spark that
interest in solar observing because of the focus on the dynamics of the Sun.
Intermediate and advanced observers will find the book invaluable in identifying
features (through photos, charts, diagrams) in a logical, orderly fashion and then
guiding the observer to interpret the observations. Because the Sun is a dynamic
celestial body in constant flux, astronomers rarely know for certain what awaits them at
the eyepiece. All features of the Sun are transient and sometimes rather fleeting. Given
the number of features and the complex life cycles of some, it can be a challenging
hobby. “Observing the Sun” provides essential illustrations, charts, and diagrams that
depict the forms and life cycles of the numerous features visible on the Sun.
The touchstone for contemporary stargazers. This classic, groundbreaking guide has
been the go-to field guide for both beginning and experienced amateur astronomers for
nearly 30 years. The fourth edition brings Terence Dickinson and Alan Dyer's
invaluable manual completely up-to-date. Setting a new standard for astronomy guides,
it will serve as the touchstone for the next generation of stargazers as well as longtime
devotees. Technology and astronomical understanding are evolving at a breathtaking
clip, and to reflect the latest information about observing techniques and equipment,
this massively revised and expanded edition has been completely rebuilt (an additional
48 pages brings the page count to 416). Illustrated throughout with all-new photographs
and star charts, this edition boasts a refreshed design and features five brand-new
chapters, including three essential essays on binocular, telescope and Moon tours by
renowned astronomy writer Ken Hewitt-White. With new content on naked-eye sky
sights, LED lighting technology, WiFi-enabled telescopes and the latest advances in
binoculars, telescopes and other astronomical gear, the fourth edition of The Backyard
Astronomer's Guide is sure to become an indispensable reference for all levels of
stargazers. New techniques for observing the Sun, the Moon and solar and lunar
eclipses are an especially timely addition, given the upcoming solar eclipses in 2023
and 2024. Rounding out these impressive offerings are new sections on dark sky
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reserves, astro-tourism, modern astrophotography and cellphone astrophotography,
making this book an enduring must-have guide for anyone looking to improve his or her
astronomical viewing experience. The Backyard Astronomer's Guide also features a
foreword by Dr. Sara Seager, a Canadian-American astrophysicist and planetary
scientist at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and an internationally recognized
expert in the search for exoplanets.
Guide to Observing Deep-Sky Objects is an invaluable reference for all amateur astronomers.
The book contains, for each constellation, (1) a star chart showing the Bayer labels, (2) a table
for many of the stars in the constellation, along with their positions and magnitudes, and (3) a
table of the major deep-sky objects in the constellation, with relevant observational data.
Facing pages provide unique year-long graphs that show when the constellation is visible in
the sky, which allows the user to quickly determine whether a given constellation can be seen,
and when the best time to see it will be.
An extensively illustrated reference for beginner-level stargazing enthusiasts covers basic
principles without using complicated scientific language, providing star charts and tables that
list key facts in an easy-to-understand format. Original.
The Definitive Resource for Viewing the Night Sky David Dickinson, Earth science teacher and
backyard astronomer, and Fraser Cain, publisher of Universe Today, have teamed up to
provide expert guidance on observing the night sky. The Universe Today Ultimate Guide to
Viewing the Cosmos features the best tips and tricks for viewing our solar system and deep
sky objects, as well as detailed charts, graphs and tables to find must-see events for years to
come. This comprehensive guide is complete with stunning and exclusive photography from
top night sky photographers, as well as advice on how to take your own incredible photos.
Take your recreational viewing to the next level with activities like: Finding comets and
asteroids Tracking variable stars Monitoring meteor showers Following solar activity Tracking
satellites Timing lunar and asteroid occultations With star charts, practical background
information, technological resources and telescope and astrophotography guides, this is the
ultimate resource for any backyard space enthusiast.
T. Plotner, The Night Sky Companion, DOI 10. 1007/978-0-387-79509-6_1, 1 Springer
ScienceþBusiness Media, LLC 2009 2 TheNightSkyCompanion
Welcome,fellowtravelertothestars!Forthenextyearwewilltakeajourneytogetheracrossthenight
sky. In these pages you will find lunar features, planets, meteor showers, single and multiple
stars, open and globular clusters, as well as distant galaxies. There will be astronomy history
to explore, famous astronomers to meet, and science to learn. You’ll find things here for those
who enjoy stargazing with just their eyes, binoculars, or even the largest of telescopes!
Although these observing tips are designed with all readers in mind, not everyone lives in the
same time zone—or the same hemisphere—and certainly no one has clear skies every night. But
no matter where you live, or who you are, it is my hope that somewhere here you find
something of interest to keep you looking up! LearningtheNightSky If you are new to
astronomy, it might seem difficult to learn all those stars. Relax! It’s much easier than you
think. Just like moving to a new city, everything will seem unfamiliar at first, but with a little help
from some maps, you’ll soon be finding your way around like a pro. Once you become familiar
with the constellations and how they appear to move across the night sky, the rest is easy. If
you do not have maps of your own, try visiting your local library or one of many online sites
thatcangeneratethem. Theygiveobjectpositionsingreatdetail,andmosthaveakeyofGreekletters to
help you understand star hop instructions.
A portable guidebook for enjoying the night sky in 2021. 2021 Night Sky Almanac is the ideal
resource for both novice and experienced sky watchers in the United States and Canada, with
all of the advice, information and data that enthusiasts need to understand and enjoy the
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wonders of the night sky. This in-depth guide first introduces readers to the objects in the sky -from stars, to comets, to globular clusters -- and then takes them through the cosmic events to
look out for each month in 2021, with sky maps, moon phase charts and info about the planets.
The book also features: Methods for using your hands to measure angles in the sky;
Information about binoculars and telescopes; History of constellations, including Indigenous
history; A glossary of terms; And much, much more! 2021 Night Sky Almanac is both a
comprehensive introduction to astronomy and a quick reference book for more experienced
sky watchers who don't want to miss a thing. Its compact size means it's perfect for taking on
an "astro-vacation" or simply sky viewing in the backyard. The Royal Astronomical Society of
Canada (RASC) was founded ad hoc in 1868 and incorporated in 1890 with a dual
membership of professionals and amateurs. It has 29 Canadian chapters and over 5,000
members. The Journal of the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada is entering its 114th year
of publication, and the RASC also produces a number of other publications and guidebooks.
The Night Sky Observers GuideSring & SummerObserving Handbook and Catalogue of DeepSky ObjectsCambridge University Press
Discusses how to select and use binoculars and telescopes, how to observe planets, meteors,
comets, and other celestial bodies, and how to use star charts.

The Orion Telescope Observer's Guide highlights over sixty interesting objects
for budding amateur astronomers to find and observe in a small telescope. We'll
help you explore objects such as star clusters, multiple stars, nebulae, and even
the Andromeda Galaxy! Helpful maps of each target object are included, as are
examples of what the object will look like in a typical finderscope, and depictions
of the view you'll see in a telescope eyepiece. The author also includes a realistic
description of every object based upon his own notes written over years of
observations. Written with the beginner in mind, the Orion Telescope Observer's
Guide also includes vital tips and tricks to help you get the most out of the
rewarding hobby of amateur astronomy. If you're new to stargazing with a small
telescope, this book is your introduction to the stars!
Inroduces beginners to amateur astronomy, describes what to look for and
when--beginning with the solar system and moving on to the stars--and offers
suggestions for better observations.
The Casual Sky Observer's Pocket Guide offers an observing program for
occasional amateur observers looking for some quick, fun astronomy adventures
under the stars. In the real world, where time for observing is limited, the weather
is seldom perfect, and expensive equipment is not an option, amateur astronomy
may not be seen as a worthwhile activity. However, portable and quick-to-set-up
instruments are available. A pair of binoculars or a small telescope fills the bill.
And the way to make the most of these instruments is described in the Casual
Sky Observer's Pocket Guide. Not only does the book feature the best and
brightest showpieces of the heavens; it also provides a great deal of physical and
environmental data as well as lots of fascinating information and beautiful
illustrations that provide a unique perspective on the many treasures within and
beyond our home galaxy, the Milky Way--stars, star clusters, other galaxies, and
nebulae, all within reach of binoculars or a small telescope.
The Night Sky Companion is a comprehensive guide to what can be explored in
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the heavens on a nightly basis. Designed to appeal to readers at all skill levels
and involvement, it provides a digest for sky watchers interested in all-in-oneplace information that includes history, current events, and of course interesting
objects to be observed on any given day. It provides unaided eye observers an
opportunity to view many objects or events as well as learn about their history,
science and how just "looking up" can be rewarding. It is richly illustrated with
finder maps and photographs.
This is the first of a two-volume set that deal with the entire Milky Way. This first
volume looks at what can be seen predominantly from the Northern Skies. In
addition to the descriptive text, there are many star charts and maps, as well as
the latest up-to-date images made by observatories around the world and in
space, as well as images taken by amateur astronomers.
The most detailed guide to observing the deep sky in one volume, now available
in paperback.
Understand and Enjoy the Wonders of the Stars with Fun Activities for the Whole
Family Gain a deeper appreciation of the universe and our place in it with Night
Sky with the Naked Eye. Learn how to spot the International Space Station,
follow the moon through its phases, forecast an aurora and watch a meteor
shower along with traditional night sky activities such as identifying the bright
planets, stars and constellations. Fun activities embrace modern technology with
the best apps and websites that make it easy for anyone to observe the greatest
spectacles of the sky without a telescope or other expensive equipment. An
expert in his field, Bob King teaches night sky courses and makes cosmic
mysteries practical and accessible for skywatchers new and old. Understand
what makes stars twinkle and where meteors come from in this complete guide to
the heavens. Unique illustrations and stunning photos help the reader understand
the concepts presented. Tips on how to photograph satellites, eclipses and the
aurora are also included. Unravel the secrets of the universe while deepening
your appreciation of its beauty through this clear and concise guide.
Atlas over de vigtigste galakser og nebuloser, som kan ses i teleskop af amatørastronomer.
Deep-sky observing is easily the most popular field for amateur astronomers. The big problem
faced by non-professional observers is what to look at - what is visible at a particular time of
year. The Deep-Sky Observers Year is a month-by-month guide to the best objects to view.
Objects are given a "star rating" according to how difficult they are to observe or image with a
particular size of telescope. The book includes many images produced by amateur
astronomers, as well as photographs from NASA, ESA, and ESO. There is background
information about the objects, along with lots of useful tips, hints, and resources.
The Deep Sky Observer's Guide offers you the night sky at your fingertips. As an amateur
astronomer, you want to know what's up tonight and you don't always have the time to plan
ahead. Maybe the clouds have suddenly parted. Maybe you're at a star party. Maybe you want
to challenge yourself with something new but don't know where to start. The Deep Sky
Observer's Guide can solve these problems in a conveniently sized paperback that easily fits in
your back pocket. Take it outside and let the guide suggest any one of over 1,300 deep sky
objects, all visible with a small telescope and many accessible via binoculars. * Multiple stars
with 2" or more of separation * Open clusters up to magnitude 9 * Nebulae up to magnitude 10
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* Globular clusters up to magnitude 10 * Planetary nebulae up to magnitude 12 * Galaxies up
to magnitude 12 * Includes lists of deep sky objects for the entire sky with R.A. and declination
for each and accompanying images for many Whether you use a GoTo or prefer to star hop,
no matter where you live in the world and no matter what time of year or night, the Deep Sky
Observer's Guide is the indispensable companion for every adventure among the stars.
Amateur astronomers are always on the lookout for new observing challenges. This exciting
book retraces the steps of the greatest visual observer and celestial explorer who ever lived.
This is a practical guide to locating and viewing the most impressive of Herschel’s star
clusters, nebulae and galaxies, cataloging more than 600 of the brightest objects, and offering
detailed descriptions and images of 150 to 200 of the best.
Aimed at the enthusiast, this book gives a thorough account of all aspects of variable star
observation.
Steve O'Meara's guide to the Herschel 400 for amateur astronomers.
'Deep Sky' refers to the universe beyond our own solar system. Using binoculars or
telescopes, any sky-gazer can become a deep sky observer. Deep Sky Observer's Guide
looks beyond individual stars to target: Star clusters Double Stars Nebulae Galaxies. The Deep
Sky Observer's Guide introduces the basics of observing and explains what equipment is
required. A chapter is devoted to each type of deep sky target. There are more than 200 such
objects featured, with 126 color illustrations and star-finder charts. The Deep Sky Observer
Guide is also available in a convenient pack (ISBN: 1-55407-025-2) that comes with deep sky
charts and an observing calendar.
To the naked eye, the most evident defining feature of the planets is their motion across the
night sky. It was this motion that allowed ancient civilizations to single them out as different
from fixed stars. “The Observer’s Guide to Planetary Motion” takes each planet and its moons
(if it has them) in turn and describes how the geometry of the Solar System gives rise to its
observed motions. Although the motions of the planets may be described as simple elliptical
orbits around the Sun, we have to observe them from a particular vantage point: the Earth,
which spins daily on its axis and circles around the Sun each year. The motions of the planets
as observed relative to this spinning observatory take on more complicated patterns.
Periodically, objects become prominent in the night sky for a few weeks or months, while at
other times they pass too close to the Sun to be observed. “The Observer’s Guide to
Planetary Motion” provides accurate tables of the best time for observing each planet, together
with other notable events in their orbits, helping amateur astronomers plan when and what to
observe. Uniquely each of the chapters includes extensive explanatory text, relating the events
listed to the physical geometry of the Solar System. Along the way, many questions are
answered: Why does Mars take over two years between apparitions (the times when it is
visible from Earth) in the night sky, while Uranus and Neptune take almost exactly a year? Why
do planets appear higher in the night sky when they’re visible in the winter months? Why do
Saturn’s rings appear to open and close every 15 years? This book places seemingly
disparate astronomical events into an understandable three-dimensional structure, enabling an
appreciation that, for example, very good apparitions of Mars come around roughly every 15
years and that those in 2018 and 2035 will be nearly as good as that seen in 2003. Events are
listed for the time period 2010-2030 and in the case of rarer events (such as eclipses and
apparitions of Mars) even longer time periods are covered. A short closing chapter describes
the seasonal appearance of deep sky objects, which follow an annual cycle as a result of
Earth’s orbital motion around the Sun.
This book contains everything you need to know about variable stars -- stars whose brightness
varies noticeably over time. The study of variable stars has been a particularly popular area of
research for amateurs for many years; the material contained herein serves as both an
introduction to amateur astronomers and a useful reference source for seasoned variable star
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observers. With its thorough, non-mathematical descriptions of variable stars and tips for how
to see them, this book enables novices and experts alike to set off into the field and observe a
wide range of delightful sights. It strikes a balance between easily visible objects that can be
seen in any telescope or binoculars, and variable stars that are a direct challenge to those with
large aperture equipment or access to photometric tools and methods. After helping the
observer differentiate between variable star types, the author goes on to explain the skills
needed to operate a telescope and other equipment, as well as how to couple filters to a CCD
camera or digital SLR camera in order to photometrically record these celestial objects.
Further, the book includes an observational guide to 50 objects for study, with finder charts and
data about light curves for ease of identification, along with the stars’ celestial coordinates,
magnitudes, and other pertinent information.
Here the reader will find the first extensive listing of Bright and Dark Nebulae for the entire sky
attempted in one easy to use resource. The author will take the reader on an observer friendly
tour of the night sky in easy to handle amounts divided into the well known constellations that
will allow observers the opportunity to become acquainted with each object discussed. One of
the revelations provided is that any telescope will work in this effort as long as the observer is
able to obtain a significantly dark observing site. Small Rich Field Telescopes work better on
the many large faint objects that are discussed, while larger telescopes can then apply their
light gathering abilities on the smaller faint objects that are discussed. One of the advantages
of the book is that the observer will gain the all important knowledge of how to apply
instrumentation to gain the best views of each object they wish to see, since the ultimate goal
of the present work is to help each observer to be able to see each of these formidable Bright
and Dark Nebulae for themselves.Coverage of this topic is currently lacking in the market in
that the statement can be made that it has never been attempted on this level of extensive
coverage over the entire sky before. Along with research that covers the full history of the field
and most significantly the important professional efforts of the last century, the author brings
before the reader the information needed to be able to observe these elusive targets. This also
includes the added resource of the author's own images in a "Through the Eyepiece" collection
where the images were obtained in the revolutionary short time of 0.15 seconds just to allow
the reader to see that, though these objects are supposedly difficult, they are obviously more
easily observable than many have claimed. The goal of the author is to attempt to instill in the
reader an attitude that each observer when armed with appropriate knowledge and relatively
inexpensive equipment in a dark sky can be successful in observing these targets with
pleasure. The book includes many helpful diagrams, photographs and helpful hints to make
each observational outing the fun adventure that it is meant to be.
"The quality of the deep-sky images is outstanding--a tribute to the various photographers as
well as the book's printer. But it's the written word that will make or break a book like this, and
Sue's writing is superb... [For] an occasional stargazer, a serious observer, or anyone in
between, you won't go wrong with Deep-Sky Wonders. This is a great introduction to deep-sky
stargazing for novice and experienced amateur astronomers alike." --Mercury, publication of
the Astronomical Society of the Pacific Sue French writes the popular column "Deep-Sky
Wonders" for Sky and Telescope magazine and also teaches deep sky observation. She has
earned a loyal following among enthusiasts and is welcomed by beginners for her skill at
presenting astronomy in an understandable way. After selling 10,000 copies of Deep-Sky
Wonders in hardcover, we expect a good response for this paperback edition at an accessible
price. Deep-Sky Wonders is a collection of 100 of French's best "Deep-Sky Wonders" columns
originally published in Sky and Telescope, which has a monthly readership exceeding 100,000.
The book is organized by season and subdivided into months for a total of 100 in-depth tours
of the deep sky. Each deep sky tour illuminates little-known seasonal wonders that lie off the
beaten path. Features include: Full-color photographs and detailed sketches of each deep sky
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tour Descriptions of double and variable stars, star clusters, nebulae, galaxies and exotics
Historical and scientific background of particular interest A tabular listing of the deep-sky sites
Color charts showing the position of each target in the night sky An index to all of the deep-sky
objects covered. Deep-Sky Wonders also features a variety of challenging objects that
encourage observers to test the limits of their equipment and skills. Suitable for beginner and
intermediate small-scope astronomers as well as large-scope viewers and astrophotographers,
this book will be greeted enthusiastically by all Sky and Telescope readers. It is also an
outstanding introduction to deep-sky viewing for novice observers.
Astronomy enthusiasts will all appreciate the detailed yet easily-assimilated description of star
clusters, how they were formed as our Milky Way galaxy, how they evolved, and how they are
classified. The latest research has revealed a vast amount of fascinating information about the
clusters, along with some spectacular photographs. Modern commercially-made telescopes
enable amateur astronomers to see a surprising amount of detail, and to record – using CCD
cameras, video, webcams or even film – some remarkably beautiful and detailed images.
Contained here also is detailed information on using refractors, reflectors, and, of course,
Meade and Celestron’s ubiquitous range of computer-controlled SCT telescopes.
This eBook is best viewed on a color device. Filled with practical information for the amateur
astronomer, this Sky Observer's Golden Guide explains: -How to select and use binoculars
and telescopes -How to best observe stars, the moon, planets, comets, meteors, and other
celestial objects -How to use star charts Profusely illustrated with photographs, diagrams,
charts, and tables, this guide is recommended by leading astronomers.
Offers basic information about astronomy, including its terminology, the best equipment to
purchase for stargazing, and images of over one hundred objects to view in the night sky such
as star clusters, nebulae, and galaxies.
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